1. What are the financial results (or projections) for non-major tenant activities in the stadium? What has been (or is projected to be) the demand for non-major tenant events?

2. What have been the most financially successful types of non-tenant events? Unsuccessful?

3. In general, what percentage of your attendance at non-tenant events comes from people who live outside of the Metroplex?

4. Have there been non-tenant events that could not be accommodated due to the facility configuration?

5. In general, what have been the ideal seating capacities for the different types of non-tenant events hosted?

6. Do most Personal Seat License (PSL) holders exercise their first right to purchase non-tenant event tickets, or are the majority sold to the general public/ticket brokers?

7. For TCU and Baylor - how competitive are you (do you project) with AT&T Stadium for events? Are there events hosted (projected to be hosted) at your facility that are not held at AT&T Stadium because of its size?

8. What are they most pleased by relative to the decisions in planning the stadium?

9. What are any lessons learned and things they would do differently in planning the stadium?

10. Financially, what specific resource streams have out performed the business plans and what have under performed (if any)?

11. For AT&T Stadium - what was the basis for the decision to have a roof on their stadium?

12. What are your operating expenses per year, on average, for the stadium (base operating and maintenance and not including revenue splits with events)?

13. Does the stadium have the appropriate premium seating mix for the events hosted?